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Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks are expected to
significantly improve traffic safety and transportation effi-
ciency while providing a comfortable driving experience.
However, available communication, storage, and compu-
tation resources of the connected vehicles are not well
utilized to meet the service requirements of intelligent
transportation systems. Vehicular cloud computing (VCC)
is a promising approach that makes use of the advantages
of cloud computing and applies them to vehicular networks.
In this paper, we propose an optimal computation resource
allocation scheme to maximize the total long-term expected
reward of the VCC system. The system reward is derived
by taking into account both the income and cost of the
VCC system as well as the variability feature of available
resources. Then, the optimization problem is formulated as
an infinite horizon semi-Markov decision process (SMDP)
with the defined state space, action space, reward model,
and transition probability distribution of the VCC system.
We utilize the iteration algorithm to develop the optimal
scheme that describes which action has to be taken under a
certain state. Numerical results demonstrate that the signif-
icant performance gain can be obtained by the SMDP-based
scheme within the acceptable complexity.

Index Terms—Resource allocation, semi-Markov deci-
sion process (SMDP), vehicular cloud computing (VCC).

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, vehicular networks have gained extensive

attention from both academia and industry. A variety of

smart sensors and devices is installed on vehicles targeting at
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data acquisition and processing [1], [2]. Meanwhile, various

wireless communication technologies can be applied to provide

the intervehicle connectivity. There are usually two types of

communication paradigms for vehicle services, i.e., vehicle-

to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications

[3]. V2I communication enables vehicles to connect to the

Internet via a roadside base station, e.g., either by dedicated

short-range communication or cellular networks [4], [5]. By

supporting the vehicle-related data gathering and processing,

vehicular networks can notably improve the transport safety,

relieve the traffic congestion, and increase the quality of driving

experience [7]–[9]. As computing and communication tech-

nologies have been rapidly developed [6], the vehicles with

powerful computing abilities are advocated to be regarded as

service providers rather than being only service consumers.

As a result, the concept of vehicular cloud computing (VCC)

has been proposed, which jointly makes use of computation,

communication, and storage resources in vehicle equipment

(VE) [10], e.g., onboard computer/communication devices or

mobile user equipment (MUE) carried by passengers.

In general, services in the VCC system can be divided into

four types according to the function of the resources, i.e.,

“network-as-a-service,” “storage-as-a-service,” “sensing-as-a-

service,” and “computation-as-a-service (CaaS)” [10]. Now-

adays, since the computing ability of vehicles is rapidly

increased in order to enable themselves to act as providers of

computing services, only CaaS is the interest of this paper and

is further studied.

In the current paper, we propose the deployment of a layered-

cloud computing architecture for the VCC system in order to

provide satisfactory services to the VEs. The proposed architec-

ture includes not only a remote cloud (RC) such as a traditional

centralized cloud but also vehicular clouds (VCs) that can be

regarded as one of the computing capability providers besides

the RC. Depending on the mobility of its vehicles, the VC can

be either mobile or static. For example, a mobile VC consists of

vehicles in movement, while a static one may include vehicles

in a parking garage, parking lot, and so on.

Different from the traditional cloud computing system, the

VCC system has its unique features. One of them is the variabil-

ity of the available computation resources in VCs. Due to the

uncertainty of the vehicle behavior, i.e., vehicles may randomly

join or leave VCs, the resources in VCs are time varying. For

the sake of analysis, the considered VCC system is assumed

to have the following prosperities, i.e., 1) both the arrivals and

the departures of service requests per vehicle follow Poisson
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distribution; 2) both the arrivals and the departures of vehicles

in a VC follow Poisson distribution; 3) the number of available

resources in a VC is time varying; and 4) any current action has

a potential impact on a future decision.

Another obvious feature is the heterogeneity of VC re-

sources. Vehicles are produced by different vendors and thus

have inherently different computation resources. In order to

deal with this issue, the virtualization technique has to be

developed to abstract and slice the heterogeneous physical

resources into virtual resources, which are shared by multiple

VEs in the VCC system. In this paper, each vehicle in a VC is

assumed to have virtualized resource units (RUs).

The main research focus in this paper is the resource allo-

cation problem, which maximizes the total long-term expected

reward of the VCC system. When a service request from a

vehicle arrives at the VCC system, a decision needs to be made,

i.e., whether processing it locally in a VC or transferring it to the

RC. Moreover, if the request is assigned to a VC, we then have

to deal with the issue of allocating RUs to serve this service

request. The proposed approach is that the VCC system can

achieve the corresponding reward based on the action taken.

The reward consists of the income and cost, which depend on

both the power consumption and processing time. The resource

allocation problem is further formulated as an infinite horizon

semi-Markov decision process (SMDP). The state space, action

space, reward model, and transition probability distribution of

the VCC system are defined and analyzed so as to obtain the op-

timal scheme, which determines the action taken under a certain

state. The solution of optimal allocation policy, i.e., called as

the SMDP-based scheme, can be found by iteration. Numerical

results show that the SMDP-based scheme outperforms the

other two allocation schemes, i.e., the simulated annealing (SA)

and greedy allocation (GA) schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides a relative literature survey. The VCC system model

is described in Section III. The details of the SMDP for-

mulation, the proposed model, and its corresponding solution

are provided in Section IV. Section V presents the numerical

results and the corresponding performance analysis. Finally, the

conclusion and future work are provided in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A few works on the VCC have been carried out to enhance

the service capabilities of VEs. VCC is very similar to a

mobile cloud computing (MCC) system, but it brings in new

characteristics. In [11], the VCC system is divided into three

architectural frameworks, namely, VCs, vehicles using clouds,

and hybrid clouds. Moreover, it has been pointed out that

in order to form the VCs can effectively deal with services

locally produced and improve the experience of VEs [12]. In

[13], the parked vehicle assistance is proposed to overcome

sparse/unbalanced traffic and greatly promote network connec-

tivity by considering the parked vehicles as static cloud nodes.

Also, the parked cars are utilized to sense vehicles that are

not in line-of-sight in order to improve safety [14]. A two-

tier data center architecture that leverages the excessive storage

resources in parking lots has been studied in [15]. Furthermore,

Fig. 1. Illustration of a typical VCC system.

the main focus of the works in [17] and [18] is the security of

the VCC system.

There are also certain works in the literatures on the resource

allocation problem to improve the computing capability of

the VEs in the VCC system. A game-theoretical approach

is presented for effective resource management in a roadside

cloudset to provide services to several vehicles [16]. Similarly,

a distributed and adaptive resource management is proposed

for optimal exploitation of cognitive radio and soft-input/soft-

output data fusion in vehicular access networks [19], [20], in

which the energy and computing limited car smartphones are

enhanced by offloading their traffic to the local or RC. However,

both of them have not considered that vehicles can share the re-

sources between each other. Consequently, a scheduling model

is presented, in which the unpredictable available computation

resources in the VCC system are also considered [21].

The current paper attempts to deal with the limitations of the

previous works and proposes a resource allocation scheme to

better serve the VEs (especially MUEs) in the VCC system

that consists of RC and VCs. Although computation resource

allocation in an MCC system was studied in [22], this scheme

cannot be applied in the VCC system due to the variability fea-

ture of the available resources in VCs. Moreover, different from

the model in [21], the requests in this paper can be allocated

with more than one RUs and processed in parallel. Furthermore,

although node mobility is considered in traditional MCC to

achieve effective job scheduling, the total long-term expected

reward of the system still cannot be obtained in a satisfactory

manner as shown in [23] and [24].

III. VCC SYSTEM

A. System Model

Fig. 1 shows a typical VCC system, in which vehicles in

movement constitute a dynamic VC. In particular, VEs that

act like smart phones can enjoy vast computing power by

submitting the service requests to the VCC system in order to

save the energy and enhance the processing speed. A vehicle is

assumed to have one basic computation RU in the VCC system.

When a service request arrives at the system, it has to make the

decision of whether accepting it by the VC or transferring it
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TABLE I
LIST OF IMPORTANT NOTATIONS

to the RC. If the request is assigned to the VC, the decision

of allocating how many RUs to it has to be made based on

current available resources. Otherwise, a transfer decision is

made instead, and then, the service request may be submitted

to the RC. For the sake of illustration, an example is also given

in Fig. 1. Requests by VE A and VE B are accepted from the

VC, while the request by VE C is obliged to be transferred to

the RC. After VE A and VE B are admitted, three RUs and two

RUs are allocated to them, respectively. All of the decisions are

made to achieve the specified objective in the VCC system. The

list of important notations of this paper is given in Table I.

Assume that there are M available RUs in the VC, which

varies with the arrival and departure of vehicles. K is the

maximal number of vehicles that the VC can support, i.e.,

the number of RUs in the VC cannot exceed K . Each ar-

rival service request can be allocated with i RUs, where i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , NR}, NR � M . The arrival rates of service requests

and vehicles follow Poisson distribution with λp and λv , respec-

tively. Let µp denote the computing service rate of the request

in case of only one RU allocated. Then, the service time of a

request is 1/iµp in case that i RUs are allocated. In addition,

the departure rate of vehicles is denoted as µv .

Considering the dynamic characters of the service requests

and vehicle arrivals, the action of the current epoch may directly

lead to a considerable change of the next state so as to have

serious impacts on the system expected total reward. In other

words, the action to maximize the reward of the current epoch

may become unwise in the long run especially when the re-

sources in the VC are relatively scarce. Therefore, our objective

in this paper is to maximize the long-term expected total reward

by properly allocating the resources in the VCC system.

B. System States

The system state s reflects the current requests with different

numbers of RUs, the available resources in the VC, and the

event of requests and vehicles. Therefore, the state set can be

denoted by S, i.e.,

S = {s|s = (n1, n2, . . . , nNR
,M, e)} (1)

where ni is the number of service requests that have been allo-

cated with i RUs and e represents an event in the set e ∈ E =
{A,D1, D2, . . . , DNR

, B1, B−1}. Here, A denotes the arrival

of the service request, Di means the departure of a request

assigned with i RUs, and B1 and B−1 describe the arrival

and departure of a vehicle, respectively. Thus, the number

of occupied RUs in the VC is
∑NR

i=1 i · ni, which satisfies
∑NR

i=1 i · ni � M . Moreover, the number of system states can

be denoted by N .

C. Actions

In this model, several possibilities of action a can be taken in

the action set A, i.e.,

A = {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , NR}. (2)

When an event occurs, the VCC system decides which action

a(s) needs to be taken from the action set As based on the

current state s, i.e.,

As=

{

{−1}, e ∈ {D1, D2, . . . , DNR
, B1, B−1}

{0, 1, 2, . . . , NR}, e = A

(3)

where a(s) = −1 represents the cases that a service request

completes and departs from the VCC system or a vehicle arrives

at and leaves the VCC system, and no action is required, except

that the information of the available RUs in the VCC system has

to be updated. When receiving a request, one of the two actions

may be chosen: either to accept with i RUs from the VC, i.e.,

either a(s) = i, or to transfer it to the RC, a(s) = 0.

D. Rewards

Given an action a, the system reward under the current state

s is denoted by

r(s, a) = k(s, a)− g(s, a) (4)

where k(s, a) is the instant revenue of the VCC system by

taking action a under state s in case that event e occurs, which

consists of both the income and cost of the VCC system. Since

the main benefits of the VCC system are to save the power

consumption and speed up the processing rate of VEs [26],
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the income has to include the effects of both of them [27].

Meanwhile, the cost of the system is the transfer expense to

send and receive the request. g(s, a) is the expected system

cost before the next decision epoch. Furthermore, k(s, a) of the

VCC system can be described by (5), shown at the bottom of

the page. The details of the revenue function are explained as

follows.

1) When a service request is admitted to the VC, the instant

revenue [weβe(El − P · δ1) + wdβd(Dl − 1/iµp − δ1)]
can be earned by the system. (El − P · δ1) and (Dl − 1/
iµp − δ1) are the saved energy and time when processing

the computing task in the VC, respectively. βe and βd are

the price of per unit energy and time. Different weights,

i.e., we and wd, can be predefined according to different

purposes, where we + wd = 1. The transfer expense is

denoted as γδ1, which is the cost of the VCC system to

receive the computing task from the VEs and send back

the results. More specially, since the request has already

been accepted by the VC, the VE can enjoy the service by

transmitting the task to the VC and receiving the feedback

from it, which consumes P · δ1 energy and δ1 time at this

stage. For the purpose of analysis, the transmitted power

and received power are assumed to be identical [28]. If the

request is allocated with i RUs by the VCC system, the

service time spent for finishing the task is 1/iµp.

2) The service request may be transferred to the RC, which

may happen in case of no sufficient available resources in

the VC. By this way, the VCC system gains I revenue at

the cost of transfer expense including γδ2 and γδ1. Here,

γδ2 is the cost to transmit the computing task to the RC

and receive the feedback from it. Since the RC is assumed

to have the powerful computing capability, the revenue

I can be calculated by [weβe(El − P · δ1) + wdβd(Dl −
δ1 − δ2)] without considering the processing time. More-

over, due to the large end-to-end communication delay

[16], it is not wise for the VCC system to send the re-

quests to the RC if the resources in the VC are sufficient.

3) The VCC system has no revenue when a service leaves the

system or a vehicle joins the system.

4) The VCC system also gains no revenue under the states in

which the VC has spare RUs to be allocated and a vehicle

leaves the system.

5) When all of the RUs have already been exhausted and at

exactly this moment a vehicle with a RU leaves the VC,

the VCC system has to compensate the request occupying

TABLE II
TRANSFORMATION OF ACTIONS AND CORRESPONDING STATES

this RU with ξ price. This is because there is no spare RU

in the system to be allocated to guarantee the number of

RUs of the request whose RU is leaving.

Next, the expected system cost is defined by

g(s, a) = c(s, a)τ(s, a) (6)

where τ(s, a) is the expected service time from the current

state to the next state in case that action a is taken under state

s and c(s, a) is the cost rate of τ(s, a) in case that action

a is selected. Moreover, c(s, a) can be characterized by the

number of occupied RUs in the VC due to its limited computing

capability, i.e.,

c(s, a) =

NR
∑

i=1

i · ni. (7)

IV. SMDP-BASED SCHEME FOR VCC

In our analysis, the state transition is determined by the

action a under state s. Let us consider the system state s =
(1, 1, 1,M,A) as an example, and the corresponding state tran-

sition under different actions is shown in Table II. Furthermore,

the state transition probability under different actions plays an

important role on the acquired optimal policy. Thus, in this

section, we first derive the state transition probability matrix.

Then, the reward function is revised since a discounted model

is utilized. Finally, we provide the optimal policy that can be

found by utilizing the value iteration algorithm.

k(s, a)=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

[weβe(El − P · δ1) + wdβd(Dl − 1/iµp − δ1))− γδ1] , a= i, e = A

I − γ(δ2 + δ1), a = 0, e = A

0, a = −1, e ∈ {D1, D2, . . . , DNR
, B1}

0, a = −1, e ∈ {B−1},
NR
∑

i=1

i · ni �=M

−ξ, a = −1, e ∈ {B−1},
NR
∑

i=1

i · ni = M

(5)
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A. Transition Probability

Under a given state s and an action a, the expected service

time between two continuous decision epoch is denoted by

τ(s, a). Thus, the mean event rate for specific s and a values is

the sum of rates of all of the events in the VCC system, which

can be expressed by

σ(s, a) = τ(s, a)−1

=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪
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⎪

⎪
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⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

(M+1)λp+λv+µv+
NR
∑

j=1

jnjµp, e = B1, a = −1

(M − 1)λp+λv+µv+
NR
∑

j=1

jnjµp, e = B−1, a = −1

Mλp+λv+µv+
NR
∑

j=1

jnjµp+iµp, e = A, a = i

i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , NR}

Mλp+λv+µv+
NR
∑

j=1

jnjµp − iµp, e = Di, a = −1

i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , NR}

(8)

where µv is the departure rate of vehicles and (Mλp + λv) is

the total arrival rate of requests and vehicles. Since λp is the

arrival rate for requests per vehicle, the arrival rate of requests

of the VCC system can be denoted by Mλp. The departure

rate of requests is explained as follows. When a vehicle joins

or leaves the VCC system, the total number of occupied RUs

by the existing requests is not changed, which can be denoted

by
∑NR

j=1 jnj . Thus, the departure rate of vehicles can be com-

puted as
∑NR

j=1 jnjµp. When a request arrives, the number of

occupied RUs can be given by (
∑NR

j=1 jnj + i) no matter which

action is taken by the VCC system. Thus, the corresponding

departure rate is computed as (
∑NR

j=1 jnjµp + iµp). When a

request is served and leaves the system, the number of occupied

RUs becomes (
∑NR

j=1 jnj − i). The departure rate of request is

(
∑NR

j=1 jnjµp − iµp).
Next, P (s′|s, a) is defined as the transition probability from

state s to state s′ under an action a, which can be calculated

under different events, i.e.,

• State s = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,A)

P (s′|s, a)

=

⎧
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⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨
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⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪
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⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

Mλp

σ(s,a) , a = 0, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,A)

niiµp

σ(s,a) , a = 0, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,Di)

λv

σ(s,a) , a = 0, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,B1)

µv

σ(s,a) , a = 0, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,B−1)

(ni+1)iµp

σ(s,a) , a= i, s′=(n1, . . . , ni+1, . . . , nNR
,M,Di)

nmmµp

σ(s,a) , a = i,m �= i,

s′ = (n1, . . . , ni + 1, . . . , nNR
,M,Dm)

Mλp

σ(s,a) , a = i, s′ = (n1, . . . , ni+1, . . . , nNR
,M,A)

λv

σ(s,a) , a= i, s′=(n1, . . . , ni+1, . . . , nNR
,M,B1)

µv

σ(s,a) , a= i, s′=(n1,. . . ,ni+1, . . . ,nNR
,M,B−1).

(9)

• State s = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,Di)

P (s′|s, a)

=

⎧
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⎪

⎪
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⎪

⎩

Mλp

σ(s,a) , a=−1, s′=(n1,. . . ,ni − 1,. . . , nNR
,M,A)

(ni−1)iµp

σ(s,a) , a=−1, s′=(n1, . . . ,ni − 1,. . . ,nNR
,M,Di)

nmmµp

σ(s,a) , a = −1,m �= i,

s′ = (n1, . . . , ni − 1, . . . , nN ,M,Dm)
λv

σ(s,a) , a=−1, s′=(n1,. . . ,ni − 1,. . . ,nNR
,M,B1)

µv

σ(s,a) , a=−1, s′=(n1,. . . ,ni − 1,. . . ,nNR
,M,B−1).

(10)

• State s = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,B1)

P (s′|s, a)

=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

λv

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M + 1, B1)

uv

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M + 1, B−1)

(M+1)λp

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M + 1, A)

niiµp

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M + 1, Di).

(11)

• State s = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M,B−1)

P (s′|s, a)

=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

λv

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M − 1, B1)

uv

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M − 1, B−1)

(M−1)λp

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M − 1, A)

niiµp

σ(s,a) , a = −1, s′ = (n1, . . . , nNR
,M − 1, Di).

(12)

B. Discounted Reward Model

Assume that the time between two decision epochs is expo-

nentially distributed, i.e.,

F (t|s, a) = 1− e−σ(s,a)t, for t > 0. (13)

Since the system state does not change between decision

epochs, the expected discounted reward is defined based on the

discounted reward model found in [29] and [30]

r(s, a) = k(s, a)− c(s, a)Ea
s

⎧

⎨

⎩

τ
∫

0

e−αtdt

⎫

⎬

⎭

= k(s, a)− c(s, a)Ea
s

{

[1− e−ατ ]

α

}

= k(s, a)− c(s, a)/ [α+ σ(s, a)] (14)

where α is a continuous-time discount factor.

C. Solution

A discounted model is applied to obtain the maximum total

long-term expected discounted reward [30]. With a stationary

policy π: S → A, the total long-term expected discounted

reward can be given by

vπα(s) = Eπ
s

[

∞
∑

n=0

e−ασnr(sn, an)|s0 = s

]

. (15)
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The function is the expected sum of rewards that can be obtained

throughout the process when starting from state s. Therefore, the

maximal expected total discounted reward can be obtained, i.e.,

v∗α(s) = vπ
∗

α (s) = max
π

vπα(s). (16)

Based on the transition probability, (16) can be rewritten in the

form of Bellman equation, i.e.,

v(s) = max
a∈As

[

r(s, a) + λ
∑

s′∈S

p(s′|s, a)v(s′)

]

(17)

where λ = σ(s, a)/(α + σ(s, a)). In order to further uniform

the continuous-time Markov decision process, another new

parameter is introduced, i.e., y = Kλp + λv + µv +K ·NR ·
µp. Then, the normalized component (17) is given by

r̃(s, a) = r(s, a)
α + σ(s, a)

α+ y
(18)

λ̃ =
y

(y + α)
(19)

p̃(s′|s, a) =

{

1− [1−p(s|s,a)]σ(s,a)
y

, s′ = s
p(s′|s,a)σ(s,a)

y
, s′ �= s.

(20)

Thus, after normalization, (17) can be rewritten as

ṽ(s) = max
a∈As

[

r̃(s, a) + λ̃
∑

s′∈S

p̃(s′|s, a)ṽ(s′)

]

. (21)

Since the proposed model is the infinite SMDP with finite

state and action spaces, the value iteration can be used to solve

the optimization problem given by (21). A detailed description

is provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1

Step 1: Set ṽ(s) = 0 for each state s. Specify ε > 0, and

set k = 0.

Step 2: For each state s, compute ṽk+1(s) by

ṽk+1(s) = max
a∈As

[

r̃(s, a) + λ̃
∑

s′∈S

p̃(s′|s, a)ṽk(s′)

]

.

Step 3: If ‖ṽk+1 − ṽk‖ < ε(1− λ̃)/2λ̃, go to Step 4.

Otherwise, increase k by 1 and go back to Step 2.

Step 4: For each s ∈ S, compute the stationary optimal

policy and stop

d∗ε(s) ∈ argmax
a∈As

[

r̃(s, a) + λ̃
∑

s′∈S

p̃(s′|s, a)ṽk+1(s′)

]

.

In our paper, the norm function is defined as ‖ṽ‖=max |ṽ(s)|
for s ∈ S. Since the operation in step 2 corresponds to a

contraction mapping, the convergence of the value iteration is

ensured by Banach fixed-point theorem [29]. Thus, the function

ṽk(s) converges in norm to vλ̃
∗(s). Note that the convergence

rate of the value iteration algorithm is linear with the rate λ̃.

TABLE III
SYSTEM PARAMETERS IN THE VCC SYSTEM

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section provides the numerical results in order to eval-

uate the performances of the proposed computation resource

allocation scheme. For comparison purposes, we perform per-

formance comparison between the proposed scheme and the

following two allocation schemes, i.e.,

1) GA scheme: By this scheme, the VCC system always

allocates the maximal number of RUs to achieve the

highest system reward at the decision epoch [25].

2) SA scheme: As being one of the typical heuristic algo-

rithms, the SA scheme is widely used to be able to find

near-optimal solutions to optimization problems [31].

However, since the objective function value of each new

policy has to be obtained especially in case of a large

number of system states, it is hard to be implemented due

to its high computational complexity.

In order to obtain optimal results for resource allocation in the

VCC system, the SMDP-based scheme has the polynomial com-

plexity ofO(N2) [30]. On the other hand, the complexities of the

GA and SA schemes are ofO(N) andO(N3), respectively [32].

The main parameters used in our analysis are provided in

Table III. The maximum number of RUs allocated to a service

request is NR = 3, i.e., a service can be assigned one, two, or

three RUs, which depends on the available resources in the VC.

Some parameters such as the arrival rate of service requests and

vehicles as well as the maximal number of vehicles K that the

VCC system supports can be adjusted for evaluation.

Case 1, case 2, and case 3 represent that the VCC system

assigns the request to the VC and allocates it with one, two, and

three RUs, respectively. Moreover, one special case, i.e., case 0,

denotes that the VCC system transfers the request to the RC.

Figs. 2–4 show the action probability of the service requests

under different λp values.

As shown in Fig. 2, when the arrival rate of the requests per

vehicle is low, the VCC system has abundant resources in the

VC to be allocated so that the probability of assigning service

requests to the VC is higher than the probability of transferring

to the RC. Moreover, when the VCC system assigns one request

to the VC, it tends to allocate as many RUs as possible to

maximize the system reward. This results in the situation that

the probability of case 3 is the highest while those of case 1 and

case 2 are lower and that of case 0 is the lowest. Such situation

gradually begins to change when the arrival rate of requests

per vehicle increases. The VCC system is inclined to make

conservative decisions since the reward of accepting a new

request with one or two RUs is more attractive. In other words,
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Fig. 2. Action probabilities under different arrival rates of service re-
quests per vehicle (λv = 7, and K = 10).

Fig. 3. Action probabilities under different arrival rates of vehicles (λp =2,
and K = 10).

Fig. 4. Action probabilities under different numbers of maximal vehicles
in the VCC system (λp = 2, λv = 7).

accepting a request with three RUs in the VC and then being

forced to transfer the new request to the RC is not a wise choice

any longer. Thus, the probability of case 3 becomes small, while

Fig. 5. System reward for different arrival rates of service requests per
vehicle (λv = 7, and K = 10).

Fig. 6. System reward for different arrival rates of vehicles (λp = 2, and
K = 10).

those of case 1 and case 2 increase at the beginning. When the

arrival rate is high, the VCC system tends to only allocate one

RU to the request so that the probability of case 2 also begins

to decrease.

In Fig. 3, with the increase of the arrival rate of vehicles, the

probabilities of case 2 and case 3 become larger, while those of

case 0 and case 1 begin to decrease. It is because the resources

in the VC have the trend to become sufficient when the arrival

rate of the vehicle increases. When the arrival rate is high, the

probability of case 2 also decreases because of relatively abun-

dant resources. Fig. 4 illustrates that the probability of case 3

becomes larger with the increase of the maximal number of

vehicles that the VCC system supports, which is also due to

more RUs to be allocated to the request.

Next, we compare the performance of various VCC sys-

tems that utilize different resource allocation schemes, i.e., the

SMDP-based, SA, and GA schemes. Figs. 5–7 illustrate the

trend of the total expected reward under different conditions.

In Fig. 5, when the arrival rate of the requests per vehicle

increases, the expected total reward of the VCC system attains

higher values because more requests are accepted and served

by the VC. However, when the arrival rate of the requests
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Fig. 7. System reward for different numbers of maximal vehicles (λp=2,
and λv = 7).

is high, the expected total reward starts to decrease since the

probability of transfer to the RC becomes larger. It is clear

that our proposed SMDP-based scheme outperforms the others.

When the arrival rate is low, the total reward difference between

different schemes is not too much. In this case, the VCC system

tends to allocate as many RUs as possible to the request due

to the existence of sufficient resources in the VC. Then, the

optimal policy obtained by the SMDP-based scheme is similar

to the other considered schemes. However, when the arrival rate

is increased a little, the advantage of the SMDP-based scheme

becomes obvious. When the arrival rate is high, e.g., λp = 5,

7% performance improvement can be achieved by the SMDP-

based scheme compared to the GA scheme. Meanwhile, the

performance of the SMDP-based scheme is always a little better

than that of the SA scheme.

In Fig. 6, with the increase of the arrival rate of vehicles, the

expected total reward of the three considered schemes becomes

larger because the resources in the VC are more sufficient.

Meanwhile, a similar trend can also be found when the maximal

number of vehicles that the VC can support is increased as

shown in Fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a computation resource

allocation scheme for a VCC system, which is formulated as an

infinite horizon SMDP. An optimal decision-making scheme is

obtained through the iteration algorithm in order to maximize

the long-term expected total reward of the VCC system. The

numerical results show a significant expected reward perfor-

mance gain over others, e.g., compared with the GA scheme,

nearly 7% performance gain when either λp is high or K is

low. Moreover, the complexity of the SMDP-based scheme is

lower than that of the SA scheme.

In our future work, we are planning to investigate the effects

of parameter tolerance to the optimal scheme in the VCC

system, which may lead to develop more robust and practical

schemes. This becomes a more challenging work if we take

into account that the system size of a VCC system is rapidly

increased.
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